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Homework Padlet
This is a padlet of ideas for activities that you can complete at
home over the Autumn term. You can do these activities in any
order, in addition to sharing a reading book at home.  

Please email in photos of the activities you do together!

Topic: People Who Help Us
Our topic this term is 'People Who Help Us'. We will be exploring
sensory stories such as 'Peace at Last' and 'Cops and Robbers', as
well as learning about different jobs. 

We will also be exploring seasonal changes and everyday
materials for Science, and Diwali and The Nativity Story for RE.

Go on an Autumn Walk!
Put on your waterproofs and wellies and go jump in the muddy
puddles during an Autumn walk! Collect leaves and sticks and
explore their textures. Dip the leaves into paint and print them
to see the different shapes and patterns. 

Maths activity: Can you make a repeating pattern with the leaves
you have collected? 

Dingle Dangle Scarecrow
Can you create your own actions to 'Dingle Dangle Scarecrow'?
Practise copying simple actions such as clapping your hands and
stamping your feet to the beat.

Dingle Dangle Scarecrow (Songs for Kids)
by The Berry Patch - Kids Songs and Nursery Rhymes

YOUTUBE

Become a baker and bake a cake!
Join in with baking with an adult. Practise your mixing
measuring skills to make your favourite treat! Use your senses to
touch, smell, and taste the ingredients as you combine them. 

https://padlet.com/dwalters27/l7xkpa519m5zgqgk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXxa2SVlQyE&list=RDTXxa2SVlQyE&start_radio=1


Magic medicine!
Florence Nightingale helped people to feel better. Now, it's your
turn! Make a magic medicine - you could use water, food
colouring, paint, glitter, and anything else you want to add!
Practise pouring and mixing your ingredients together! 

Become a Scientist!
Try an experiment to see what happens... drop a mento into a
bottle of coke and watch it �zz! Remember to stand back!  
What other experiments can you try at home?

Become a builder!
Become a builder and build your own town! Practise stacking
blocks and knocking them down again. 

Maths activity: Count your blocks. Take one away or add one
more. Sort your blocks by shape or colour.
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Become a gardener!
Water the plants and trees, dig up the soil, and help to collect
the leaves. Collect the leaves from your garden - what other
plants can you �nd? You could even plant an acorn or some
seeds!

Superheros Unite!
Dress up as your favourite Superhero and copy the actions to
the song!

Koo Koo Kanga Roo - Superheroes Unite (Dance-A-Long)
by Koo Koo Kanga Roo

YOUTUBE

Zoo Keeper - Phonics Game!
Play the phonics game and match the animal sound to the
animal!

Welcome To The Zoo
Animal Bingo - Who is at the zoo?

PHONICS PLAY

Maths Games!
Top Marks is a useful website for Maths games! We will be
practising making patters, counting and ordering numbers,
representing numbers, and exploring shapes. Have a go at some
of the games!

Ladybird Spots - Counting,
Matching and Ordering game
Scan this on mobiles and tablets to
quickly open this web page. Ladybird
Spots includes counting, matching and
ordering numbers games, which can
help with learning to count and recognising the numbers and number
words up to 10. Designed to offer differing levels of difficulty these fun
games, all with a ladybird theme, give opportunities to: Count spots on
a ladybird.

TOPMARKS
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